Authors' note on 26 February 2014, after this case study was finalised, the Governor of Bank of tanzania (Bot) released Circular n. nPF/mFS/01/2014 "on utilisation of interest from the trust accounts". the Circular points out that interest accrued on the trust accounts should directly benefit mobile money customers. to date, customers have not received any of the interest accrued, which so far has accumulated in the trust accounts.
i according to the Circular, all mobile money providers shall "submit to the Bot an application for utilization of the funds held in the trust accounts representing interest accrued, detailing the manner in which the funds shall directly benefit the mobile money customer." the interest could be used, for example, in the form of customer education campaigns, for customer care, or be paid out to customers. the payment of the interest to mobile money customers has been advocated by several stakeholders in the past years.
ii this practice would not change the nature of the trust accounts or the role of the non-bank providers (which are not permitted to intermediate the funds) and therefore the risk associated with the business. receiving interest on the value stored would be an incentive for mobile money customers to keep the value stored in the system (within the existing maximum balance limits) instead of cashing out, which would have several benefits, including: i) Unbanked people would have an incentive to join the formal financial system via mobile money platforms; ii) Savings behaviors of tanzanians who have a mobile money account but are still out of the reach of the banking system would be rewarded; iii) Unbanked mobile money customers could become acquainted with the practice of storing value with a formal financial services provider, making them more willing and prepared to open a bank accounts if the opportunity to open a bank account is offered to them; iv) lowering the number and value of cashouts could ease some pressure on the liquidity management for the providers.
i. the current cumulative balance in the mobile money trust accounts hold by tanzanian commercial banks in the name of mobile money agents and customers is tZS 254.6 billion (US$ 156 million)
ii. See tilman ehrbeck and michael tarazi (2011), "Putting the Banking in Branchless Banking: regulation and the Case for interest-Bearing and insured e-money Savings accounts", in World economic Forum's mobile Financial Services development report. this position was endorsed by the GSma, see Simone di Castri (2013), "mobile money: enabling regulatory Solutions", GSma paper. Foreword tanzania has witnessed unprecedented uptake of mobile financial services (mFS) in the span of five years. after a humble beginning, when less than 1% of the adult population had access to mobile financial services in 2008, 90% had access by September 2013 -an exponential increase. Likewise, active usage has shown similar improvement, with 43% of the adult population actively using this service in September 2013. these encouraging results have emerged from a conducive regulatory environment, which we envisioned in the early days of mobile money services. our approach was to test the deployment of the service and monitor its developments, known as the "test and learn" approach. to facilitate this, we amended the Bank of tanzania act in 2006 to give the Central Bank powers to oversee and regulate non-bank entities in offering payment services. in 2007 we operationalized this by issuing Guidelines for electronic Payment Schemes, which we used to allow mobile network operators (mnos) to offer payment services.
mFS in tanzania has subsequently become a household name and supported the Bank of tanzania's objective of financial inclusion. the service has enabled the unbanked population to have convenient access to payment services. in this regard, the recently launched national Financial inclusion Framework (nFiF) recognise mFS as one of the key technologies for facilitating financial inclusion.
the Bank's regulatory journey has not been a solo trip; we received a great deal of cooperation from the tanzania Communications regulatory authority (tCra) as the regulatory counterpart of the mnos that are providing mFS. the positive relationship with the tCra has enabled mFS to thrive in the country. the Central Bank and the tCra cooperate on the oversight of the mFS regulatory framework.
it is also worth noting that the private sector has had a significant role in facilitating the growth of mFS. From the beginning, mnos were required to partner with banks to receive a "letter of no objection", which enabled the Central Bank to ensure that consumer funds are protected in the banking system backed with a 100% liquidity requirement. Commercial banks have since enhanced their partnerships with the mnos and we are seeing inroads being made with second generation mFS in tanzania.
We have learned that new technologies that augur well with the Central Bank's objective need to be nurtured and monitored closely to ensure they do not cause any financial instability or reputational risk that may affect the country's payment systems. this approach has made mFS in tanzania a success story. With the increased uptake of the services and based on the dynamics that we see in the market, we are currently shifting the regulatory approach to a "mandate and monitor" approach, whereby mobile payments regulations will be issued to guide the market without stifling innovation or disrupting the success we have witnessed. rather, the regulations will ensure that we balance financial stability and financial inclusion objectives. in doing so, we will also continue to ensure that proportionate regulation is applied to the services deployed in the market.
i thank GSma for compiling this study, which offers us the opportunity to share our experiences with mFS with the rest of the globe.
Prof. Benno Ndulu
Governor, Bank of tanzania T he national Payment System directorate (nPSd) at the Bank of tanzania (Bot) began its mobile money regulatory journey in 2008, when a visit from one of the country's mobile network operators (mnos) introduced the idea that a simple mobile handset could do much more than make calls. From this first meeting, the Bot was keen to engage with the mobile industry to learn more about the potential of digital financial inclusion -a new and unfamiliar topic to the Bank.
Seeking to enable digital financial inclusion, but lacking national payment systems legislation to issue regulations, the Bot elected to take an interim step. it issued 'letters of no objection' 1 to the partner banks of vodacom's m-PeSa and Zantel's Z-Pesa (relaunched in 2012 as "ezy Pesa"), allowing them to launch in 2008. two more deployments followed: Zain's Zap in 2009 and tigo Pesa in 2010. as the market has continued to develop, the Bot has made concerted efforts to find a legal and regulatory framework that would provide sufficient legal certainty and consistency to support a stable mobile money market, promote financial inclusion, and protect customers. a draft regulation that allows both banks and non-banks to provide mobile payment services has gone through two iterations and will soon be adopted. meanwhile, the Bot has taken the lead in developing a national Financial inclusion Framework (nFiF) that articulates the role of mobile money as a key enabler of financial inclusion (see Box 1).
today, tanzania is a mobile money and digital financial inclusion success story:
• in december 2013 there were more than 11 million active mobile money accounts and approximately 153,369 agents in tanzania across four deployments.
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• in the same month, mobile money deployments performed transactions worth more than tZS 3 trillion (US$1.8 billion). the number and value of transactions is growing very fast, and today the tanzania market is performing close to Kenya (see Figure 1 ).
• 35% of households in tanzania have at least one mobile money user; 33% of households have at least one registered mobile money user.
3 the market for mobile money in tanzania is dynamic and the four providers are highly competitive. the Bot remains actively involved in shaping the market through prospective regulation and guidance on emerging issues, such as interoperability and cross-border payments. this journey has produced a number of lessons for policymaking and regulatory authorities, as well as the industry.
lessons for regulators
• anticipate that a developing market will require a corresponding evolution of industry engagement and regulation.
• 'test and learn' safely and efficiently:
• it is possible to safely provide space for the industry to launch mobile money services under the oversight of the central bank by establishing provisional prudential and market conduct standards, while moving towards new and more comprehensive regulations.
• engage with providers to discuss the lessons of implementing deployments and regulatory oversight activity.
• moral suasion is effective in the relationship between the regulator and the service providers.
• request feedback from service providers on draft regulations and anticipate the need to make changes through market and outside consultation.
• establish a direct dialogue with both the banks and the mnos that are providing the service to share your concerns, explain your objectives, and identify cost-effective ways to implement monitoring and reporting processes.
• recognise that the market is dynamic, and strive to keep up-to-date with new developments through dialogue with the industry. • Seek to establish a direct relationship with the regulator, engaging proactively to understand its perspective and concerns.
• Keep the regulator informed of the progresses made in the provision of the services and the lessons of implementing deployments.
• identify the regulator's objectives and the role of the industry in supporting the regulatory journey over time.
• expect that the nature and scope of engagement with the regulator will change over time based on the maturity of the market and the provider.
box 1 The boT's coMMiTMenT To financial inclusion as a public policy objecTive
The BOT has embraced financial inclusion as a public policy objective, using the legal and regulatory framework for mobile payments to address the issue. BOT launched their National Financial Inclusion Framework (NFIF) in December 2013, 4 setting the objective of 50% financial inclusion by 2016 with clear targets for a range of indicators (e.g., 25% of people will live within 5 km of a financial access point; 25% of Tanzanians will have at least two weeks of household income in their electronic account). The definition of financial inclusion includes mobile money services. The NFIF recognises the role of mobile money in "revolutionising the landscape of financial services" over the last five years.
5 Furthermore, the NFIF identifies four core enablers of financial inclusion, each closely associated with the characteristics of mobile money: proximity, payments, and the storage of value and information. Building on these core enablers, the NFIF has set priority areas for action from 2014-16 to achieve the above targets:
• increasing the proximity of financial access points to where people live and transact;
• enabling robust payment platforms;
• supporting robust electronic information infrastructure for individual and business profiles, credit history, and collateral by establishing an effective know your customer (KYC) process, increasing the engagement of the credit reference bureau, and establishing and using a central collateral database; and
• ensuring that customers are informed and protected. 17,7 i n 2009, the market for mobile voice services was already very competitive in tanzania, with six service providers and no dominant player. 7 at that time, 28% (7,232,143) of tanzania's 22.35 million adults owned a mobile phone and 32% used someone else's mobile phone. although mobile penetration was still relatively low (32%), mobile network subscriptions were growing quickly and reached 13 million by the end of 2008. While mobile network access and mobile phone usage were increasing, the reach of the financial sector was still very limited; only 9% of adults (1,951,310) were banked.
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When vodacom tanzania's m-Pesa went live in april 2008, one year after an extremely successful launch of the service in Kenya, analysts were expecting the service to take off in the same way and at the same speed. however, in its first 14 months, the growth of vodacom's m-Pesa service remained well below that seen by Safaricom's m-Pesa in Kenya. vodacom registered 280,000 users who were transferring US$5.5 million per month at about 930 agent locations, compared to the 2.7 million users and 3,000 agents registered in Kenya 14 months after launch. to improve customer uptake, vodacom introduced some significant operational changes: a flat fee for m-Pesa transfers, a simpler marketing approach, utility bill pay, and the use of agent aggregators to grow its agent network.
9 Since then, vodacom's m-Pesa has taken off, three other mnos have launched mobile money deployments, 10 and access to digital financial services has increased significantly in the country.
at the end of September 2013, the Bot reported 30,342,540 registered mobile money users and 9,856,440 active users on a 90-day basis. at that time, 714,930,074 transactions valued tZS 19,953,359 million (US$12.3 billion) had been conducted since mobile money was launched. vodacom has the highest number of clients, followed by tigo, airtel, and Zantel. Just over half (53%) of households report that they use mPesa exclusively, while 18% use tigo Pesa only, and 13% of households only use airtel money. all ezy Pesa subscribers also use m-Pesa. 11 the agent network has also expanded significantly. Geographic information system (GiS) data from the Financial Sector deepening trust tanzania (FSdt) indicates mobile money agents outnumber all other financial outlets by almost 10 to one (see map 1). there are roughly 17,000 m-Pesa agents, which represent 87% of the access points tanzanians use for financial services (see map 1). m-Pesa agents also have the greatest potential for outreach: agents are in 29% of the wards where 40% of the population resides. this is in stark comparison to automated teller machines (atms), brick-and-mortar bank branches, and microfinance institutions (mFi), which together reach only 17% of wards and 25% of the population. 12 the strong performance of mobile money in tanzania has been driven by the market and enabled by a regulatory environment that promotes digital financial inclusion. Financial Inclusion is essentially a multi-faceted concept. It is a holistic approach that allows a layering of all elements.
[…] In Tanzania growth and usage of mobile money payment infrastructure has provided an opportunity for increased access to other services such as saving, credit, insurance (risk mitigation), pension (long term saving) and securities (saving for investment), mapping clearly to the concept of core enablers […]. Tanzania does not have an all-encompassing electronic payment system. The growth of mobile base payments platform/system through mobile money offers a great infrastructure from which both basic and advanced financial services can be delivered to majority of Tanzanians. FINANcIAl ServIce locATIoNS i n tanzania, the regulator made a progressive decision: to let regulation follow innovation and support financial inclusion while managing risks. this approach has enabled the country's mobile money market to flourish. By engaging closely with mnos (and their respective partner banks), the Bot has been able to offer the private sector a degree of freedom in rolling out new products, responding with sufficient safeguards where necessary. the Bot has applied the lessons from the oversight of service providers to develop more comprehensive regulations.
Bank of Tanzania
When vodacom and Zantel approached the nPSd at the Bot in 2008, the regulators had to determine how to regulate these newly proposed payments services. a 2003 amendment to the Bank of tanzania act (Section 6) 15 granted the Bot the power to regulate, monitor, and supervise the national Payments System, including payments products and clearing and settlement systems products.
16 however, the existing regulations provided limited guidance for the private sector. tanzania lacked broader legislation for payment systems, and the electronic Payment Scheme Guidelines of 2007 only covered risk management for banks and other financial institutions.
even in the absence of regulation, the Bot was inclined to progress. according to the Bot, "the mobile money deployments offered great opportunity to leverage on enhancing financial inclusion given the high mobile penetration rates compared to bank penetration, it was thus seen imperative within the Bot's objective of financial inclusion that it be allowed and monitored effectively." 17 the Bot was familiar with the regulatory approach taken by the Central Bank of Kenya, 18 and intended to take a similar path: allowing mobile money services to launch while applying sufficient safeguards and carefully monitoring developments. meanwhile, the Bot became acquainted with the market to determine the appropriate regulatory framework for mobile money.
in this context, the Bot advised mnos to partner with one commercial bank to offer mobile money services. having a commercial bank partner allowed the Bot to issue 'letters of no objection' to the partner bank (already under the purview of the Bot) that granted the mnos the legitimacy to implement mobile money services.
19 the no objection letters specified that mobile money deployments were subject to Bot oversight and the (prudential and non-prudential) regulatory requirements for the provision of the services, including:
• Presentation to the Bot before approval these requirements are complemented by the providers' operational policies aimed at making the service sound and safe for customers. in this context, moral suasion was also instrumental in establishing trusted dialogue between the Bot and the mobile money providers.
issued independently by the Bot to each operator and partner bank, the letters of no objection were intended to be an interim solution. although they are not public, it is understood that the prudential and market conduct requirements detailed in the letters are similar in nature for all deployments:
• Safeguarding customer money: mnos are required to use a trust account at a bank and abide by Bot account management standards. the partner commercial bank would house a trust account, through which the mno could issue electronic value and safely deposit the equivalent of the float. mnos were only permitted to have one bank partner, and the entire float would be maintained in the trust account, therefore, the value was backed by 100% liquidity. 20 to use the trust structure, each mno registers a local holding company with independent directors to act as a trustee.
20. in the draft mobile Payments regulations 2012, this value is defined as "electronic money". 
The Tanzanian Mobile Money business Model designed in The 'leTTers of no objecTion'
producT ANd buSINeSS developmeNT • Distribution: to become a mobile money agent, the agent must be a registered company with at least five outlets to offer the service. at least two of these outlets should be located in rural areas. an investment of tZS 2,000,000 (approx. USd 1,480) in the cash float is required for each active outlet. there is also a special category of agents who may not have the minimum number of outlets, but would provide services in convenient locations (such as banks, hotels and major supermarkets). these companies only need to operate one outlet to qualify for the services, but the agent must be willing to invest at least tZS 5,000,000 (approx. USd 3,700) in the cash float for each outlet. the providers are permitted to use the agent aggregator model, which contributes greatly to overcoming the challenges of liquidity management 21 and active monitoring of the distribution network. the aggregator model enables master agents to transfer float to their sub-agents as needed, alleviating the burden on service providers to monitor thousands of individual shops. agents should also be able to demonstrate that they will offer quality service by meeting staff resource requirements and by implementing procedures to keep floats balanced.
• AML/CFT regime and know your customer (KYC) procedures: Following the Financial action task Force (FatF) guidance, 22 the regulator has adopted a proportionate amL/CFt regime that allows the providers to delegate a number of critical functions to their agents and to implement tiered Cdd. agents are responsible for facilitating cash withdrawals and deposits, registering users and the due diligence of new customers. they are required to comply with the provider's anti-money Laundering and Combating the Financing of terrorism (amL/CFt) policy and are trained to follow specific procedures in the case of suspected fraud or money laundering. Since there is no national identity document (id) system in place in tanzania, customers often use voter registration cards to validate their identity. other valid forms of id include pension cards, passports, and employee cards. agents are required to make a copy of the id and submit it to the provider that keeps it on file for future customer validation. if a copy of the id cannot be retained by the agent then the customer is registered as a tier 1 customer, which limits the customer to an account with an annual throughput value of tZS 1.7 million (approx. USd 1,045). if a copy of the id can be retained and is sent to the provider for verification then the customer is registered as a tier 2 customer and is eligible for an account with an annual throughput of tZS 50 million (approx. USd 30,750). even though the regulator allows providers to set up different types of accounts, so far the only operator that has implemented different tiers is vodacom (see table 1 ). in 2009, the tCra requirement to register all new Sim cards gave vodacom and the other mnoS the opportunity to conduct KYC verification of all existing subscribers. agents are also required to record transactions by hand in a logbook. For each transaction, the agent enters: account balance, date, agent id, transaction id, transaction type (customer deposit or withdrawal, agent cash rebalancing), value, customer phone number, customer name, and the customer's national id number. most of this information is copied from the confirmation SmS that the agent receives. Customers are then asked to sign the log for each transaction, which helps to discourage fraud.
• Customer assistance: all mobile money deployments provide 24/7 dedicated customer care call centres. Calls to the customer care centre are free.
the Bot crafted the provisions of the letters of no objection to enable mobile money in the early stages, under their watchful eye: "From the onset of mobile financial services in tanzania, the Bot permitted the service using a regulatory regime that is conducive and supportive of the innovative product that was considered to potentially increase financial inclusion; these include the Bank of tanzania act, 2006 and the Guidelines for electronic Payment Schemes, 2007. this enabled the Central Bank to have effective oversight of the non-bank led service." 23 21. Liquidity management in tanzania is challenging for mobile money providers because the formal banking system is relatively undeveloped. the number of bank branches per 100,000 inhabitants is only 0.57, and this low density makes it difficult for agents to manage their cash floats. agents must travel long distances to find a bank branch where they can renew their floats, which means they spend less time in their shops and may not be able to top up their floats as often as they need to.
22. See Simone di Castri and raadhika Sihin (2014), "Proportional risk-based amL/CFt regimes for mobile money: a framework for assessing risk factors and mitigants", GSma mobile money for the Unbanked (mmU), http://www.gsma.com/mmu 23. interview with the national Payments System directorate, Bank of tanzania, January 2013. 
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anzania's 'test and learn' approach allowed mnos to launch and scale mobile money services based on the guidance provided by the Bot's letters of no objection. the Bot maintained close oversight of the services to ensure the industry was sound and safe for customers, and to develop a better understanding of the business and the operational risk factors and mitigants.
By 2010, the market had reached a certain level of maturity, with four providers and more than 10 million registered mobile money customers. the exponential increase in the payment system in all spheres -subscribers, usage, volume, and values -made it necessary for the Bot to consider shifting its regulatory approach to provide certainty and consistency to all market participants. the Bot had progressively increased its operational knowledge of mobile money and was now in a position to draft regulations that would provide more legal certainty to providers. the Bot also had to ensure that the regulatory arrangements were in compliance with supporting laws and regulations, such as the amL/CFt regime.
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at the same time, the Bot had become sufficiently comfortable with the performance of mobile money and, armed with the lessons of the market's early years, began transforming the original set of requirements into a more formal regulatory framework. While the draft national Payment Systems act was in the promulgation process (and still is), in 2012, the nPSd set out to draft mobile payments regulations for the sector.
the Bot has been open to learning from market implementation and other jurisdictions; in 2010, they visited the Philippines to learn firsthand how the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas established enabling regulation for banks and non-banks to implement mobile money deployments. 25 the visit was clearly valuable; the Bot released its first draft regulations for comment in march 2012. the draft regulations allowed for "non-bank based models", which ensured that non-banks, such as mnos, could continue to receive no objection letters to act as mobile payments service providers. this early draft received detailed discussion from national stakeholders and beyond the country's borders when a panel of regulators from the alliance for Financial inclusion's (aFi) mobile Financial Services Working Group conducted a peer review of the regulations in april 2012. tanzania's mobile money industry and the GSma participated in the consultative process by submitting detailed feedback on the regulations, which put forth a number of additional factors for consideration.
in may 2012, the Bot released a new version of the draft mobile Payments regulations, introducing a licensing regime 26 for non-banks intending to provide mobile payments services. Prospective non-bank mobile payments providers will be required to seek a licence as "wholly owned subsidiary companies". the regulations maintain the requirement that a trust account be used at a commercial bank to hold float funds (100% liquidity) and introduce a cap of 25% on the portion of funds that can be kept in a trust account at a single bank. Licensed providers will be allowed to provide a range of services, including: 
towards greater regulatory certainty
Bot reserves to itself the authority to approve to approve new services, a prerogative that will be critical to keep abreast with market innovations.
three customer "tiers" will be introduced for Cdd, with "least" requirements for individual, "partial" for small and medium enterprises (Smes), and full requirements for corporate accounts. For each "tier" the regulations set maximum transactional limits while additional limits must be agreed between the provider and the Bot. the regulations call for "relevant and reasonable" KYC requirements at each of the three levels. to comply with verification requirements for the entry level account, individuals can provide their registered phone number, voter's registration card, or a letter from a ward executive. these simplified Cdd requirements may boost account registrations since they are aligned with the Cdd conducted at the time of Sim registration/purchase. mobile money service providers must report any suspected or confirmed cases of fraud to the central bank.
two features of the regulations may require significant changes for the existing deployments:
• interest accrued in the trust account can be used "for the benefit of the mobile payment services customers as determined by the Bot." however, it has not yet agreed that interest can be earned on the mobile wallet.
• System interoperability is a stated requirement within the regulations: "a mobile payment service provider shall implement a mobile payment service that is able to provide interoperable services with other mobile payment service providers at various level of interoperability suitable to the market demands. the level of interoperability may be at agent, customer or platform level." the words "able to provide" imply compliance to international standards that allow interoperability. the section does not mandate it but offers a framework for interoperability driven by market value propositions. agent exclusivity is not permitted, in line with the current market reality.
Providers and stakeholders have had the opportunity to comment on the second draft of the regulations, and the final draft has been submitted to the ministry of Finance. however, it will only be adopted once the national Payment Systems act has passed, which is expected in early 2014. this legal certainty will bring more transparency in the licensing process and ensure that new entrants and current service providers are operating on a level playing field. espite the pending adoption of the new regulatory framework, the mobile money industry continues to progress, with active dialogue between providers and the Bot, which is committed to continue to address market developments and enable innovations with the aim to achieve digital financial inclusion. the new national Financial inclusion Framework clearly articulates the role of mobile money in tanzania's development and its potential to guide Bot policy and regulation to meet its financial inclusion goals.
constructive dialogue and evolving engagement between regulator and the private sector there has been a marked evolution in the relationship between the Bot and the mobile money industry. today, mnos are able to speak with the regulator directly as a trusted party, without their bank partners. this is a significant change, which demonstrates a shift in the regulator's approach and underpins the draft mobile Payments regulations. the direct dialogue has enabled effective understanding of both the value proposition of mnos and the regulatory objectives of the Bank. direct dialogue with the regulator has been critical for mnos to better understand the Bot's approach, concerns, and objectives, to present and get approval for new service deployments in a dynamic market, and to receive prompt, direct responses in a competitive environment.
Both the providers and the regulator note positively that engagement has not been limited to specific provisions in the regulations, but rather has supported mutual learning. it has also allowed them to identifying appropriate metrics for monthly reporting. eventually, this dialogue has allowed the regulator to access more (and more meaningful) data than anticipated and to refine their monitoring approach.
While current discussions with the regulator tend to be bilateral between single provider and the Bot, some industry players are keen to replicate the engagement model that is already in place between mnos and the tCra, where the industry often has a common position and addresses the regulator jointly as competition abates and common issues arise. market developments tanzania is a mature mobile money market with a great level of competition. the regulatory approach to interoperability is followed with great interest, given the potential implications for providers' business models, their current and future investments, and the impact on customers in terms of transactionality of the accounts, but also cost the services and various consumer protection issues. Bot is keen to ensure that interoperability is implemented in an orderly and effective manner that ensures all stakeholders benefit from the efficiencies that interoperability brings. in this regard, the draft mobile Payments regulations allows the market to implement systems that are capable of being interoperable and to deploy market-led interoperable solutions. Publicly, the Bot has stated a preference for the market to arrive at an interoperable solution on its own. in line with this, the market has already commenced an interoperability project facilitated by the iFC that involves all four mnos and the banks that are pursuing mobile banking with them.
Providers are also looking to expand into the area of international money transfers and are working closely with the Bot to reach a shared understanding of the potential issues. this will allow the regulator to understand the proposed model, what values are expected, and what regulations are required from a foreign exchange perspective. other issues, such as transaction limits and corresponding 4 outlook and next steps KYC limits, remain on the industry agenda for discussion with the regulator, particularly with regards to agent viability and in light of increases in volumes driven by payments to and from businesses. Bot guidelines around the use of the interest accrued to trust accounts are expected and will generate ongoing discussion on this topic with industry. new partnerships and products are leveraging mobile money to increase access to financial services and to meet other basic needs. the simplest example is mobile money providers connecting with banks to allow customers to access their bank accounts via a mobile money wallet. Similarly, village savings and loan associations and mFis are piloting the use of mobile phones to connect savings groups with banks through mobile money and to perform loan disbursements. ezy Pesa has expanded into the realm of insurance as part of its new branding, partnering with the national insurance Corporation of tanzania Ltd. to offer Farijika health insurance. 27 mobile money is being used in a variety of ways to meet more basic needs as well. a recent CGaP landscape study showcases a few examples:
28 farmers are receiving payments and other information services through the Connected Farmer alliance; mobisol uses mobile payments to help finance home solar power systems; angaza energy hub accepts payments and controls its solar power systems through mobile money; and off-Grid electric uses m-Pesa for remote monitoring and to accept payments. these are just a few examples of developments in this fast-moving area, where the industry continues to push new initiatives forward. With the draft mobile Payments regulations nearly adopted, and with clear policy goals and constructive dialogue established between the industry and the regulator, the future for mobile payments in tanzania is bright.
27. Courtney Snelling, microcapital Brief, 22 February 2012, http://www.microcapital.org/microcapital-brief-zantel-tanzania-rebrands-mobile-cash-service-z-pesa-as-ezy-pesa-adds-salary-access-option-microinsurance-linkage-to-crdb-bank-accounts/ 28. Camilo tellez-merchan and Kabir Kumar, "Global Landscape of digital Finance Plus", CGaP blog, 13 december 2013 http://www.cgap.org/blog/global-landscape-digital-finance-plus "We are all still very new to the mobile money business. The various roll players are working to determine their respective position in the mobile money delivery value chain. As the business models and partnerships take shape it is imperative that the regulatory climate be taken into account and that the business models are forged with the regulator in hand to ensure sustainable commercial and operational delivery going forward. The success of a long term mobile money service in the country is wholly dependent on a viable commercial model and a regulatory environment that creates certainty for the participants and customers of the mobile money service. This is how the mobile money journey has played out in Tanzania, where service providers have worked with the BoT to ensure maximum benefit is delivered to the public and financial access boundaries are pushed back to allow for a more inclusive financial environment." (2013), "Guidelines on agent Banking for Banking institutions", http://www.bot-tz.org/BankingSupervision/GUideLineS%20on%20aGent%20BanKinG%20For%20BanKinG%20inStitUtionS%202013.pdf 30. tanzania revenue authority (2013), "introduction of the excise duty on money transfer", http://www.tra.go.tz/index.php/excise-duty/94-excise-duty/229-introduction-of-the-excise-duty-on-money-transfer. on the taxation of mobile money services, the rationale behind it and its potential effect, see also the economist, "Charging the mobile. east african governments are targeting telecoms firms", http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21579870-east-african-governments-are-targeting-telecoms-firms-charging-mobile, 22 July 2013; and Simone di Castri, "GSma position on the taxation of mobile money transactions in Kenya", http://www. gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/gsma-position-on-the-taxation-of-mobile-money-transactions-in-kenya, 19 october 2012, and "on the proposed 10% tax on mobile money transactions in Uganda", http://www.gsma. com/mobilefordevelopment/on-the-proposed-10-tax-on-mobile-money-transactions-in-uganda, 19 July 2013.
Jacques Voogt
31. See Chapter 7 of the nFiF, available at: http://www.bot-tz.org/nFiF/national%20Financial%20inclusion%20Framework.pdf box 2
coordinaTed regulaTion
The BOT and the Tanzanian Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA) collaborated successfully in the early days of mobile money, and the BOT still recognises the need for coordination between the regulators and within the regulatory bodies themselves. For example, since MNOs traditionally fall under the purview of the TCRA, the draft regulations for mobile financial services make note of the licensing requirements for mobile money as a value-added service. The BoT has also signed a Memorandum of Understanding to support coordination between the two regulators.
It remains the prerogative of BOT to coordinate their efforts internally and with other relevant regulators and policymakers. For instance, mounting pressure from the banking sector looking to find its place as a mobile money provider has created an imperative for coordination between the NPSD and the Banking Supervision Department, though in practice this has been a challenge. BOT's Financial Inclusion Working Group, founded in 2012, has been a step towards this type of internal coordination. In 2013, the BOT worked diligently to prevent internal disharmony from potentially arising from the Banking Supervision department's recently issued Guidelines on Agent Banking for Banking Institutions (2013) 29 and the rules governing agents under the draft mobile banking regulations.
The 0.15% excise duty on all mobile money transfers (along with all other money transfers) 30 proposed in July 2013 threatens to curb uptake and usage of mobile money in a relatively new sector. Coordination with the Revenue Authority may be necessary to ensure policy objectives are aligned.
The new National Financial Inclusion Framework reflects this commitment to coordination. A new coordination structure has been created for three levels of committees: the National Council, the National Steering Committee, and the Financial Inclusion National Technical Committee. The Bank of Tanzania will serve as the secretariat to all three committees.
For further information please contact mmu@gsma.com GSma London office t +44 (0) 20 7356 0600
